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About IOD26 Foshan

Ideas on Design partners with 91
ANT Technology Network and De Tao
Masters Group to present its 26th
annual International Design Program
in Foshan, China. Ideas on Design
draws on the experiences and
connections built over 25 years
presenting the agIdeas International
Design Conferences in Melbourne,
Australia. Founded by Ken Cato AO
in 1991, it is one of the longest
running and most well respected
design programs in the world.

Leading designers will present their
insights and experiences and invite
conversations to:
• share and exchange knowledge
about the role of design to build
business advantage and improve
standards of living
• broaden our view of design and
explore design excellence as it is
being practiced around the world
• gain insight into the priorities and
practices of some of the world’s
design leaders
• explore solutions to complex social
and commercial needs
• build design capability within the
design community and the broader
business community

Design is a driver of innovation,
competition, export and productivity.
It can help to find solutions to complex
social and commercial needs. There
is a demand on designers to be
knowledgeable across disciplines in
order to enhance the application of
design for innovation.
Design excellence requires the
understanding of design as a
convergence of technology, business
and creativity. There’s a groundswell
of interest in the role that design
and design thinking is playing in the
fortunes of companies that establish a
premium position in their markets and
continue to prosper over time.

Such business advantage is
not isolated to particular sectors;
the success stories are coming
from across an increasing range of
industries. A consistent factor seems
to be that design in these companies
is used as a strategic resource,
championed at the highest levels of
management and embraced across
the organisation.
The program includes a design forum,
business program and networking
events to foster collaboration and
the sharing of knowledge. Join us to
explore the power of design with some
of the world’s most highly acclaimed
designers across built environment,
visual communication, industrial and
product design and interactive media.

International Design Forum
March 6.7, 2017

Speakers

Christopher Boots Australia
Clément Vauchez France
Chong Xi Tang China
Dan Formosa USA
Dick Powell UK
Fanette Mellier France
Gianni Giuffrida Italy
Guanzhong Liu China
Jim Doyle USA
The Forum is for practising designers,
Ken Cato Australia
student designers, design educators
Manfred Wang Taiwan
and those interested in design process. Mario Cucinella Italy
Min Wang China
Payam Shohadai USA
Philip Millar Australia
Reiko Sudo Japan
Stanley Wong Hong Kong
Stefan Pannenbecker Germany
Stelarc Australia
Studio Roosegaarde The Netherlands
Providing an international perspective
this forum formerly known as agIdeas
presents highly regarded global design
leaders who will explore the strategy
and processes behind their award
winning innovative work developed for
some of the world’s leading brands
and public enterprises.
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Business Forum
March 8, 2017

Speakers

Program

The Ideas on Design Business Forum
helps business managers, marketers,
economists, entrepreneurs and
innovators, to further understand the
role of design in creating value. It
explores the value of design as it is
being applied to:
• new product development
• re-imagining of existing products
• enhancing customer experience
• building brand loyalty
• improving efficiency and
effectiveness of products &
services
• re-imagining strategic direction
and the future vision of companies
and businesses

Chong Xi Tang China
Dan Formosa USA
Dick Powell UK
Gianni Giuffrida Italy
Guanzhong Liu China
Jim Doyle USA
Ken Cato Australia
Manfred Wang Taiwan
Mario Cucinella Italy
Payam Shohadai USA
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Christopher Boots | Australia
Industrial & Product Design

Christopher has worked closely
with a diversity of clients and
collaborators – including Cult,
Hermès, National Gallery of Victoria
and Elenberg Fraser – to deliver
limited-edition and made-to-order
architectural lighting products.

Clément Vauchez | France
Helmo Studio
Communication Design

Helmo Studio works across a
wide range of fields including book
design, posters, signage, exhibition
design and corporate identity. The
award winning studio has worked
for major cultural institutions and
world renowned brands such as
Palais de Tokyo, Louis Vuitton and
Pompidou Center.

Dan Formosa | USA
Industrial & Product Design

Dan was a founding member of
the internationally award winning
industrial design studio, Smart
Design, based in New York City.
He has worked with clients such as
Ford, HP, Johnson & Johnson, LG
Electronics, Microsoft, OXO, and
UCB. Dan conceived SmartGauge,
an instrument cluster for Ford
Motor Company designed to
influence driving behavior to save
fuel, an innovation for the industry.
In healthcare Dan has rethought
products from consumer items to
surgical equipment, automobiles to
food.

Dick Powell | United Kingdom
Seymourpowell
Product Design

Seymourpowell works across a
huge range of sectors including
consumer products, transport and
FMCG, covering everything from
bras to cars and trains to planes
for clients including Tefal, Unilever,
Casia, Nokia, Bell Helicopters
and Honda. They are known for
transforming contactless payment
for Barclaycard, experiential airport
dining for Heston Blumenthal,
packaging for Unilever, pioneering
consumer space travel for Richard
Branson’s Virgin Galactic, amongst
many others.

Fanette Mellier | France
Communication Design

Specialising in print design, Fanette
Mellier has contributed to many
magazines and graphic festivals
and her works have been displayed
in numerous contemporary art
museums and centres, such as
the Centre Pompidou in Paris, the
Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam and
the Cooper-Hewitt Smithsonian
Design Museum in New York.

Guanzhong Liu | China
Company
Industrial Design

Guanzhong Liu is known as the
father of industrial design in China.
He is a Professor and doctoral
tutor at the Academy of Fine
Arts, Tsinghua University and he
is the Honorary Vice President
of the China Industrial Design
Association’s Expert Committee
and Director of their Academic
Committee. Guanzhong Liu
has served as Chief Architect
and he designed the lighting
of the Chairman Mao Memorial
Hall including its technical
implementation which has won
multiple awards. After graduating
in 1966 from Central Academy
of Art and Design as an architect
he served as an interior designer
at Beijing Construction Design
Institute, mainly responsible for
lighting of public buildings.

Ken Cato AO | Australia
Cato Brand Partners
Communication & Branding Design

Ken Cato’s work encompasses all
facets of corporate design and brand
management. Having worked with
global brands such as World Central
Dubai Airport, Commonwealth Bank
of Australia, Qantas Airlines, Raffles,
Hyatt, Woolworths Supermarkets,
Carlton and United Breweries, BenQ,
World Vision, Channel 7 Television,
BHP Steel, and Australia Post
amongst many others. Ken received
his highest achievement in 2013,
by being awarded an Officer of the
Order of Australia in the Queen’s
Birthday Honours for his services to
design.

Manfred Wang | Taiwan
Industrial & Product Design

Manfred established BenQ’s
Lifestyle Design Center and
introduced the design philosophy
“meeting of the opposites”, which
is a fusion of Eastern and Western
design concepts. In 2007, he set
up the Creative Design Center for
Qisda, helping the ODM company
gain strong competitive advantage
with excellent design capability.
Under his guidance, BenQ and
Qisda have won more than 400
international major design awards
including iF, Red-dot, IDEA and
G-Mark in the past 15 years.

Mario Cucinella | Italy
Mario Cucinella Architects
Architecture

Mario Cucinella’s award winning
work crosses architectural
design, industrial design and
technological research, with a
focus on sustainable development
through green architecture and
urban regeneration. Recognised as
a model of European excellence,
for projects such as the Sino-Italian
Ecological Building in Beijing;
the City Hall in Bologna, Italy; the
Centre for Sustainable Energy
Technologies in Ningbo, China,
the ARTP Headquarters - Autorité
de Régulation de la Poste et des
Télécommunications in the Algerian
Desert, and the new surgical pole
for the San Raffaele Hospital, in
Milan.

Min Wang | China
China Central Academy of Fine Arts
Industrial Design

After receiving a Master of Fine
Arts from Yale University, Professor
Min Wang went on to work as a
graphic designer at Adobe Systems
and then to hold the position as
Design Director of Square Two
Design in San Francisco for eight
years. In 2006 he was appointed
Design Director for the 2008 Beijing
Olympic Games. Professor Min
Wang is now the Dean of School
of Design at The China Central
Academy of Fine Arts, the most
prestigious and influential art school
in China.

Jim Doyle | USA
WET
Water Feature Design

Jim Doyle is Director of
Technical Resources at WET.
Jim and his multidisciplinary
team of conceptual designers,
illustrators, animators, graphic
designers, motion and interaction
designers, cinematographers, and
photographers transform spaces
into experiences. Water, fire, and
ice are reimagined with unbounded
possibility. Jim’s contribution
includes the Fountains of Bellagio
in Las Vegas, Performance Lake at
Wynn Macau, the Salt Lake 2002
Winter Olympic Games Cauldron,
the Mirage Volcano in Las Vegas,
CityCenter in Las Vegas, and the
world’s largest performing fountain,
The Dubai Fountain in the UAE.

Gianni Giuffrida | Italy
Pininfarina
Industrial, Architecture &
Automotive Design

Gianni Giuffrida is lead architect
at Pininfarina, Italy. Before joining
one of the world’s oldest and most
respected design companies,
Gianni developed his skills in global
practices including Studio Daniel
Libeskind in New York and Zaha
Hadid Architects in London. He
brings his renowned capabilites to
evolve the company’s long history of
being a symbol of Italian style. Since
the 1930’s Pininfarina has partnered
with the world’s most prestigious
automobile manufacturers such as
Ferrari, Alfa Romeo, Peugeot, FIAT,
GM, Lancia, and Maserati. They
also apply their exceptional design
credentials to architecture, lifestyle
products, seacraft, engineering, wind
tunnels and sustainable mobility.
Pininfarina has a remarkable design
story from car design to architecture.

Payam Shohadai | USA
Luma Pictures
Visual Effects & Animation

Payam Shohadai is the Founder
of Luma and the leader of its
creative and executive management
teams in both the Los Angeles
and Melbourne studios. He has
led Luma’s VFX team on more
than 75 film projects, ranging
from blockbusters such as Doctor
Strange and Deadpool, to creature
films such as the Underworld
franchise, to dramatic Oscarnominated films like True Grit and
commercials for leading international
brands. In 2015, Payam introduced
Luma Launch—the venture capital
arm to invest in notable startups
across the tech and media worlds.

Philip Millar | Australia
Creature Technology Company
Animatronics

The Creature Technology Company
produces the most technologically
sophisticated, creatively inspired
and life-like animatronics for
arena spectaculars, theme parks,
exhibitions, stage shows and events
globally. Working on projects
such as ‘Walking with Dinosaurs:
The Arena Spectacular’, ‘How
To Train Your Dragon: The Arena
Spectacular’, ‘King Kong’ and ‘Lady
Liberty’, they are recognised as
one of the most highly regarded
animatronics companies in the
world.

Reiko Sudo | Japan
Nuno
Textile Design

Renowned as a ‘weaver of new
ideas’, Reiko Sudo is Co-founder,
current CEO and Design Director
of Nuno Corporation of Tokyo,
universally recognised as one
of the world’s most innovative
textile companies. Nuno takes the
techniques, materials and aesthetics
of traditional textiles and re-interprets
them with cutting-edge technologies.
Reiko and her design team, together
with the company’s skilled weavers
and dyers, have greatly broadened
the parameters of contemporary
design in the textile industry.

Stanley Wong | Hong Kong
84000 Communications
Communication Design

Following five years as a graphic
designer, Stanley developed his
career in the advertising industry,
becoming the first Chinese national
to take the position of Asia Creative
Director at BBH and then CEO of
TBWA Hong Kong. Stanley later
became a film director for television
commercials. He established 84000
Communications in 2007, a studio
that fuses art and design across
multiple applications. Stanley is the
recipient of more than 600 local,
Asian and international awards for
his art, design, photography and
advertising works.

Stefan Pannenbecker | Germany
TEAGUE
Industrial & Product Design

Stefan Pannenbecker is the Vice
President of TEAGUE’s Global
Design Studio. In this role, he
leads a multidisciplinary team of
designers dedicated to challenging
the status quo in travel, technology,
and their intersection through
innovation programs for a global
range of clients. Founded in 1926,
TEAGUE’s portfolio spans many
firsts: The Polaroid camera, the
UPS truck, the Texaco Service
Station, the Pringles canister, and
the Xbox. Along the way, TEAGUE
has designed the interior of every
Boeing commercial airplane
ever produced—including the
revolutionary 787 Dreamliner.

Stelarc | Australia
Robotics Design

Stelarc is a performance artist
whose projects incorporate
prosthetics, robotics, biotechnology,
medical imaging and the internet.
His work explores alternate
anatomical architectures,
interrogating issues of agency,
identity and the posthuman. He
has performed with a Third Hand,
a Stomach Sculpture, Exoskeleton,
a 6-legged walking robot and a
Prosthetic Head. He is surgically
constructing and stem-cell growing
an ear on his arm that will be
internet enabled.

Studio Roosegaarde
The Netherlands
Futuristic Environments

Studio Roosegaarde conceptualises
innovative, futuristic landscapes
and brings them to reality with the
aim of creating a better future. With
projects ranging from fashion to
architecture, the interactive designs
such as Dune, Smart Highway and
Waterlicht are tactile high-tech
environments. Their most recent
project, The Smog Free Tower in
Beijing, an architecturally designed
tower purifies the surrounding
air. The smog that is captured is
compressed to form jewellery that
can be worn. Each piece of jewellery
purchased donates 1000 cubic
metres of clean air to the city.

Chong Xi Tang | China
Company
Industrial Design

Professor Chong Xi Tang is a multi
award winning industrial designer
who has created LED lighting for the
Philips Electronics Group, Finland
Nick Electronics Group, water
coolers for Xiamen Lota International
Co. Ltd, as well as participating
in the listing of hundreds of other
products for production. He has
long been acknowledged for his
commitment to the development of
Industrial Design Practice in China
and his award winning teaching
resources. Tang is the Deputy
Director of the Design Strategy and
Innovation of Prototypes Institute,
at Tsinghua University and multiple
research and development positions
on commercial and Government
innovation projects.

Foshan, China

Foshan is now the third largest city in
Guangdong Province in Southern
China, with an urban population of
over 7.2 million, is part of the Pearl
River Delta Economic Zone (PRD).
PRD is among the most densely
urbanised regions in the world and an
economic hub of China.

Since economic liberalisation was
adopted by the Chinese government
in the late 1970s, the Delta has
become one of the leading economic
regions and a major manufacturing
centre for China and the world.

The Foshan City administration is
considered especially progressive in
This region is often considered an
seeking foreign direct investment.
emerging megacity. The nine largest
Since 1978, almost 30% of all foreign
cities of the PRD had a combined
investment in China was in the PRD.
population of 57.15 million at the end
The abundance of employment
of 2013. According to the World Bank opportunities has created a
Group, the PRD has become the
pool of wealthy, middle-income,
largest urban area in the world in both professional consumers with an
size and population.
annual per capita income that puts
them among China’s wealthiest.

Although the Pearl River Delta
Economic Zone encompasses only
0.4 percent of the land area and only
3.2 percent of the 2000 Census
population of mainland China, it
accounted for 8.7 percent of GDP,
35.8 percent of total trade, and 29.2
percent of utilised foreign capital
in 2001. The Pearl River Delta
Economic Zone accounts for
approximately one third of China’s
trade value.
This has attracted numerous
investors from all over the world who
use the Greater Pearl River Delta
region as a platform for serving
global and Chinese markets. The
Pearl River Delta has become the
world’s workshop and is a major
manufacturing base for products such

as electronic goods, toys, garments
and textiles, plastic products, digital
content amogst others. Foshan
is known as the world’s largest
furniture and lighting wholesale
market. Following Shenzhen and
Guangzhou, Foshan is the third largest
manufacturing base in the Pearl River
Delta. Some well-known brands to
come out of these pillar industries
include Midea, Kelon, and Jianlibao.
Foshan has one of China’s oldest film
studios and as the home of Kung Fu
became the production base for many
Bruce Lee films.
The PRD is the thrid largest centre for
video and mobile game development
after Beijing and Shanghai.

How to Book

Contact Information

Venue

Design Forum
6th and 7th March 2017
Tickets
US $440

Design Foundation
Melbourne, Australia
contact@ideasondesign.net

InterContinental Foshan
No.20 Denghu East Road,
Nanhai District,
Foshan 528200, China.

Business Forum
8th March 2017
Tickets
US $170
Bookings
Bookings can be made in Chinese via
the mobile site ideasondesign.cn
or in English via
contact@ideasondesign.net

91 Ant Technology
Foshan, China
xionghaiping@detaoma.com

Presenting Partners

Ideas on Design
By sharing ideas on design we build
design capability within communities
via education programs and resources
that explore the power of design
in making a difference to business
and society. This is facilitated
through conferences, masterclasses,
workshops, exhibitions, public
programs and online resources.
We present the experience, skills,
knowledge and opportunities to
connect with design practitioners,
business leaders and researchers who
are experts across design disciplines
and industry sectors. Over 25 years
we have presented live events to share
the ideas, strategies and projects
of over 600 of the world’s most
innovative creative practitioners.

91 Ant Platform
Developed by 91 Ant Network
Technology Co. Ltd., the 91Ant
Platform is designed to be an online
service platform of design-oriented
crowd innovation and crowd sourcing
for Chinese SMBs and micro-sized
businesses seeking innovation and
development. The Platform is to be a
digital platform for the incubation of
social practice and creative ideas. It
will offer access to design services
required for innovation. It is the first
collaborative innovation eco-platform
across industrial design, visual
communication design, interior design,
interactive design and intelligent
manufacturing in China.

The 91Ant Platform will also provide
access to design colleges and link
students with design positions in
SMB’s. In consideration of the low
level of IP awareness among Chinese
nationals at present, protection of
intellectual property will be facilitated
to inspire creative ideas whilst
protecting intellectual capital. The
91Ant Platform, through collaboration
with the Administration of Copyright
of Guangdong Province and other
IP protection organizations, will be
developed as a domestically leading
platform for the both protection and
transfer of intellectual property.

DeTao Group
The DeTao Group aims to collect
wisdom from all over the world by
bringing leading masters across
industry sectors to China to enhance
business development and nurture
professional development. DeTao
Group believes that human capital is
the driving force of human progress,
well-being and sustainability. By
collecting knowledge from all over
the world from experts, DeTao Group
provides resources and solutions to
students, practitioners and businesses
to add a new dimension to their growth
and development, hence increasing
innovation, interconnectivity and
interactivity among diverse professional
sectors. It has a unique semi-public,
semi-commercial and open business
approach.

